Pisa syndrome in Parkinson’s disease: diagnostic and management challenges
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Abstract: Pisa syndrome is a rare clinical entity characterized by marked lateral flexion of the trunk, which is typically mobile and resolves at supine position. When observed in clinical practice, it denotes an incapacitating symptom of underlying neurodegenerative disease such as Parkinson’s disease, multiple system atrophy, and Alzheimer’s disease. The underlying pathophysiological mechanisms responsible for the development of Pisa syndrome are poorly understood, and its management remains a challenge. In this review, we will focus our attention on Pisa syndrome in patients with Parkinson’s disease, and provide an update on prevalence, pathophysiology, clinical manifestation, and treatment options.
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Introduction

Pisa syndrome (PS) denotes marked lateral flexion of the trunk, which is typically mobile and resolves at supine position. It was originally described by Ekbom et al, as acute truncal dystonia or pleurothonus related to butyrophenone administration. The term PS was subsequently applied to patients with dementia and other neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease, Lewy body disease, Parkinson’s disease (PD), multiple system atrophy, progressive supranuclear palsy, and Huntington’s disease, who developed lateral trunk deviation. In addition, PS has been described in patients with normotensive hydrocephalus, subdural hematoma, subacute sclerosing panencephalitis, or can present as an isolated and idiopathic condition. In PD patients, PS can occur either as a motor complication of the underlying neurodegenerative disorder or can be drug-induced. Practically, all dopaminergic drugs, including levodopa combinations (e.g., levodopa/carbidopa, levodopa/benserazide, levodopa/carbidopa/entacapone), ergot derivative pergolide, nonergot derivatives pramipexole and ropinirole, and monoamine oxidase-B inhibitor rasagiline can cause PS. Other drugs associated with PS are typical and atypical antipsychotics, tricyclic antidepressants, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, antiemetic drugs, lithium, benzodiazepines, cholinesterase inhibitors, and valproic acid (Table 1). In this review, we will focus our attention on PS in patients with PD and provide an update on prevalence, pathophysiology, clinical manifestation, and treatment options.

PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disease and is characterized by bradykinesia, resting tremor, rigidity, and postural instability. It is a progressive, lifelong, and so far incurable disorder causing significant reduction of quality of life and increasing health care burden. Besides aforementioned classical motor symptoms, ...
additional aggravating conditions include postural abnormalities, which are quite common in this population. According to the results of a retrospective observational study, a third of patients with PD had a deformity of their limbs, neck, or trunk. Almost 2 centuries ago, in the fundamental paper An Essay on the Shaking Palsy, James Parkinson described distinctive stooped or bent posture of patients with PD. Nevertheless, significant proportion of patients exhibit more severe postural abnormalities or spinal alignment, leading to significant disability. These severe deformities include PS, camptocormia, scoliosis, and antecollis. It is noteworthy that most of the patients present with a combination of postural deformities. The underlying pathophysiology of these deformities is largely unknown, and their management remains a challenge.

### Pathophysiology

The lack of consistent diagnostic criteria could explain small number of epidemiological studies regarding prevalence of PS in PD patients. Most of the epidemiological data concerning frequency of PS arise from studies conducted in psychiatric population and are not going to be discussed here. Multicenter cross-sectional study, conducted in Italian movement disorders tertiary centers, systematically investigated the prevalence of PS and its relationship with clinical and demographic features in a large cohort of consecutive patients with PD.

Among 1,631 enrolled patients with PD, PS was detected in 143 patients (prevalence 8.8%). Patients with PS were older, had lower body mass index, longer disease duration, higher disease stages, poorer quality of life, more frequent falls as well as occurrence of “veering gait” (ie, the progressive deviation toward one side when patient walked forward and backward with eyes closed). Patients with PS received higher levodopa-equivalent daily dose and were more likely to be treated with a combination of levodopa and dopamine agonists. Osteoporosis and arthrosis were significantly the most frequently associated medical conditions in patients with PS. Another Italian single-center study detected 26 patients with lateral trunk deviation in the cohort of 1,400 patients with parkinsonism. Several studies investigated the prevalence of scoliosis in PD patients. Yet, the results are highly variable with prevalence of scoliosis ranging from 2% to 60% in PD patients. Still, it is important to emphasize that the terms “scoliosis” and “Pisa syndrome” are not synonyms. The term “scoliosis” should be reserved only for patients whose posture cannot be improved by passive movement or supine positioning, and who have radiological evidence of a structural curve with axial vertebral rotation that persists when the effect of gravity has been eliminated.

### Epidemiology

The pathophysiologic mechanisms underlying PS in PD patients have not been fully explained. Two different hypotheses have been proposed: 1) central hypothesis consider PS as a consequence of basal ganglia dysfunction along with altered sensory–motor integration, and possibly exacerbation by dopaminergic treatment; 2) according to the peripheral hypothesis, PS occurs primarily due to an alteration of the musculoskeletal system, such as myopathy of the paraspinal muscles and soft tissue changes (Figure 1).

Asymmetrical central process is likely to play a role in the tendency to lean to one particular side. Studies in a rat model showed that chemical degeneration of the nigrostriatal pathway produced substantial spontaneous trunk deviation toward the denervated side. Most of the clinical studies have also shown that patients lean away from the most affected side, which is consistent with animal studies. However, few investigators failed to replicate this finding. Another observation pointing to the involvement of central dopaminergic system is that PS can occur as a motor complication of PD. Kim et al reported two PD patients who developed PS during the “off” period with favorable response
to an increase of levodopa dosage. Nevertheless, most of the PD patients with PS will not benefit from increasing dopaminergic therapy. Moreover, PS is frequently reported as a side effect of almost all dopaminergic drugs. Together with other axial deformities, PS in PD patients usually represents therapy-resistant symptom, highlighting possible involvement of nondopaminergic pathways. Association of PS with cholinesterase inhibitors is well recognized. The improvement of PS with deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) suggests the contribution of the cholinergic system, and supports the hypothesis of the crucial role of dopaminergic–cholinergic imbalance in the pathophysiology of PS. Lateral trunk deviation can also occur following pallidotomy. There are two reports of PS developing in patients after pallidotomy, at a time interval of 4–9 years after surgery.

Postural control depends on vestibular, visual, and somatosensory information. For proper postural control, all these components should act in highly harmonized, synchronous, and orchestral manner. Balance impairment in PD has recently been related to altered sensory–motor integration processing. Proprioception provides highly accurate information that helps to maintain body verticality. Several studies confirmed abnormality in proprioceptive function in PD patients. Vaugoyeau and Azulay showed that PD patients, unlike healthy subjects, were unable to maintain the vertical trunk orientation without visual compensation and were following the oscillations of the supporting platform, whereas the control subjects kept their body upright when deprived of visual cues and vestibular information. Perception of verticality is essential for postural control. Pereira et al showed that perception of verticality is affected in PD patients. This abnormal vertical perception together with disturbed processing of graviceptive pathways is associated with postural instability. Based on these results, Scocco et al investigated subjective visual verticality in PD patients with and without PS, and compared them with healthy controls. They found that the subjective visual verticality was altered in PD patients with and without PS when compared to healthy controls. The authors concluded that altered subjective visual verticality cannot be explained by intrinsic lateral deviation in PS patients, yet it must be secondary to either primary perceptual dysfunction or alterations of internal models of verticality. Until recently, it was thought that vestibular dysfunction is not involved in the pathogenesis of postural deformities affecting PD patients. However, recent investigation by Vitale et al refuted this hypothesis. They evaluated vestibular function in eleven PD patients with lateral trunk flexion and in eleven age-, sex-, and disease duration-matched patients without lateral trunk flexion. A peripheral, unilateral vestibular hypofunction was identified in all patients with lateral trunk flexion. The vestibular hypofunction was ipsilateral to the leaning side and contralateral to the most affected parkinsonian side in all the patients. In the control group, seven subjects had no vestibular signs and four subjects had unilateral vestibular hypofunction without clinically evident lateral trunk flexion. Interestingly, two of the latter patients subsequently developed lateral trunk flexion ipsilateral to the vestibular deficit and contralateral to the side most affected by PD.

A complex relationship exists between postural control and cognition. Postural control requires a complex motor–cognitive interaction where multiple sensorimotor processes occur in order to maintain balance and orientation in response to external stimuli. Up to now, only one study investigated the possible contribution of cognitive dysfunction to occurrence of PS in PD patients. Among 40 PD patients enrolled, 20 had PS. All patients underwent comprehensive neuropsychological battery to assess behavioral disturbances, memory, attention, frontal/executive, and visuospatial functions. Results revealed a significant association of PS with altered attention and visuo-perceptual functions, suggesting that the occurrence of PS may be associated with alteration of both frontal–striatal systems and posterior cortical areas.

Several electrophysiological studies using electromyography have been performed in PD patients with PS. The aim was to 1) investigate activation pattern of the axial paraspinal muscle and 2) find signs of possible denervation or myopathy.
Tinazzi et al \(^{39}\) detected two different patterns of muscular activation: a hyperactivity of lumbar paraspinals ipsilateral to trunk bending side and hyperactivity of paraspinals contralateral to trunk bending side. These observations suggest that a dystonic activity could play a role in determining the bending ipsilaterally to PS and that the contralateral excessive muscle activation represents a compensatory mechanism. Tassorelli et al \(^{31}\) found an abnormal tonic hyperactivity on the side of the trunk’s deviation in abdominal oblique muscles. The largest study conducted so far enrolled 60 PD patients with PS and showed asymmetric ability to generate maximal voluntary force of the external oblique muscles supporting a central desynchronization of axial muscles as a significant contributor for the bending of the spine in erect position. \(^{52}\) These results could have important implication to physiotherapy and the use of botulinum toxin (BTX) in the treatment of PS. So far conducted investigations failed to detect denervation and myopathy, underlining the importance of central dysfunction. However, the impact of degenerative spinal disease on soft tissue and muscle changes should not be disregarded. Some authors speculate that abnormal posture cannot be entirely explained by active dystonia and instead may reflect either intrinsic muscle and soft tissue changes resulting from a dystonia present earlier in the course of the disease or another more complex impairment of proprioceptive motor control in PD. \(^{51}\) Pathophysiology of PS in PD patients is very probably multifactorial, but the bulk of the data supports central, rather than peripheral hypotheses. \(^{32}\)

**Diagnosis and clinical presentation**

There is no consensus on the diagnostic criteria for PS. Initially, Bonanni et al \(^{29}\) proposed the following definition for lateral axial dystonia: more than 15° lateral flexion of the trunk, increasing during walking, not present when supine, and in the absence of any mechanical restriction to trunk movement (ie, degenerative spinal disease), with continuous electromyographic activity in the lumbar paraspinal muscles ipsilateral to the bending side. Doherty et al \(^{37}\) deviated from definition by Bonanni et al \(^{29}\) and proposed that a diagnosis of PS requires at least 10° lateral flexion, which can be completely alleviated by passive mobilization or lying in a supine position. A reason for this deviation was that the pathophysiological mechanism of PS in PD patients may not be completely dystonic and should not require electrophysiological studies to define it.

PS can develop in acute (rapid deterioration within few days or weeks), subacute (followed by rapid deterioration over months), and chronic fashion (insidious at first with gradual worsening). \(^{15,54,55}\) Early recognition of PS represents mainstay of the treatment because chronic forms are often resistant to therapy. Most of the PD patients with PS are not aware of lateral trunk deviation in the early stage. \(^{53}\) At the beginning, only a slight tendency to lean on side can be observed while patient is sitting, with worsening during walking. A special phenomenon is “veering gait”, which denotes progressive deviation toward one side when patient is walking forward and backward with eyes closed. In advance stage, patients often experience debilitating pain, dyspnea, or unsteadiness leading to falls.

Diagnosis of PS is based on clinical examination, but for the correct measurement of lateral deviation, use of goniometer is required. It is important to differentiate PS from scoliosis, which is defined as the lateral curvature of the spine with a Cobb angle of 10° or more in the coronal plane. For this purpose, X-rays in standing and supine positions are necessary. Besides scoliosis, differential diagnosis of postural deformities in PD patients includes specific muscle disorders such as myasthenia gravis, focal myositis, and facioscapulohumeral dystrophy. \(^{56–58}\)

**Treatment**

The lack of knowledge about principal pathophysiological mechanisms responsible for the development of postural deformities in patients with PD represents a major obstacle in therapeutic approach. Still, several useful tips could be of help in everyday clinical practice. In patients with acute or subacute development of lateral trunk deviation, it is mandatory to collect data about recent changes in medication. Early recognition and either withdrawal of offending agent or reintroduction of dopaminergic therapy can prevent veering toward the subchronic and chronic irreversible variant. \(^{15,54,59}\) In some PD patients, PS can appear as a motor complication during the “off” period. \(^{7}\) In such cases, increasing the dose of levodopa may provide amelioration of abnormal posture. Other oral medications used to treat PS include anticholinergics and novel antipsychotics without interference with dopaminergic receptors, such as clozapine and quetiapine. \(^{14,54,60}\) However, clinicians should be very precautious when prescribing atypical antipsychotics because they can induce and aggravate PS. \(^{61,62}\)

Based on the assumption that PS is not a motor complication of PD, rather due to dystonia of paraspinal muscles, application of BTX has been tried but with inconsistent results. In the blinded crossover study by Bonanni et al, \(^{29}\) nine PD patients with lateral axial dystonia who failed to improve from oral medications were randomly assigned into
two groups; four patients received BTX and five placebo as a first treatment, and were switched to BTX or placebo in the following treatment session. Abobotulinum toxin A was injected under electromyographic control at four sites into the paraspinal muscles 2–2.5 cm lateral to spinous processes at level L2–L5 on the side of the trunk flexion, for a total dose of 500 U. None of the patients receiving the placebo experienced benefit. On the other hand, six patients treated with BTX showed an improvement between 50% and 87.5%. In one patient, only subjective benefit was reported, while two patients did not report any benefit. Up to now, there are no consensus guidelines on muscle selection for BTX application. Some authors suggest that injection in paraspinal muscles should be avoided, and priority should be given to infiltrating external oblique muscle. The most frequently injected muscles in the study conducted by Tassorelli et al were the iliopsoas and the rectus abdominis. Dupeyron et al reported new target muscle for BTX application. They described a complete and 1 year lasting resolution of PS after BTX injection in the quadratus lumborum muscle. Although no guidelines exist, all authors highlight the importance and necessity of electromyography in detecting hyperactive (rigid/dystonic) muscles before the administration of BTX. Tassorelli et al investigated whether the addition of BTX type A injection into hyperactive trunk muscles may improve the effectiveness of the rehabilitation program in PD patients with PS. Twenty-six PD patients were enrolled in the randomized, placebo-controlled trial. Group A was treated with BTX type A followed by a 4-week intensive program of conventional rehabilitation, while Group B received saline before 4-week rehabilitation. At the end of the rehabilitation period, both groups improved significantly in terms of static postural alignment and range of motion. Group A showed a significantly more marked reduction in pain score as compared with Group B, and a more prolonged efficacy on several clinical and kinematic variables. The authors suggested that BTX may be considered as an important addition to the rehabilitation program for PD subjects with PS for improving axial posture and trunk mobility, as well as for a better control of pain. Even without addition of BTX, sole 4-week trunk-specific rehabilitation treatment is shown to significantly improve lateral trunk flexion in PD.

Besides oral medications, BTX application, and conventional rehabilitation, treatment with DBS of PPN has also been tried. Shih et al described the beneficial effect of DBS of the PPN contralateral to the most affected side and contralateral to the trunk leaning in a PD patient with PS. In another case, stimulators were implanted in the PPN ipsilateral to the side of the trunk leaning. Unfortunately, the initial improvement was not retained over time, probably reflecting the complex pathophysiology of PS. The reason for PS improvement with either ipsilateral or contralateral DBS is probably related to the diffuse bilateral projections of PPN. Further studies investigating the impact of PPN DBS

---

**Figure 2** Treatment algorithm for Pisa syndrome in Parkinson’s disease.

**Abbreviations:** PS, Pisa syndrome; PD, Parkinson’s disease; DBS, deep brain stimulation.
on PS are needed for obtaining final conclusion. Treatment options for PS in PD are summarized in Figure 2.

Conclusion

PS is common, but not inevitable in PD patients. Having significant impact on daily functioning and quality of life, PS deserves special attention and should not be overlooked. Exact pathophysiological mechanism is still poorly understood, but it seems unlikely that a single pathological process is responsible for the occurrence of PS. More complex interplay between central basal ganglia dysfunction, together with proprioceptive disintegration and altered cognitive processing, is usually required for the development of PS, thus highlighting central rather than peripheral hypotheses of PS origin. Still, peripheral mechanisms should not be ignored and future investigations should determine their role in the pathophysiology of PS. For further studies with intention to gather epidemiological data and to delineate pathophysiological mechanisms, consensus on diagnostic criteria is mandatory. Treatment options for PS include oral medication such as anticholinergics, or dopaminergic drugs if PS denotes motor complication of PD. Rehabilitation with emphasis on stretching exercises is recommended from the moment of the diagnosis of PD. Association of PS with specific cognitive dysfunctions supports the idea of cognitive rehabilitation programs aiming to improve cognitive capacity and, in turn, ameliorate postural abnormality. Development of standardized protocols for cognitive and physical rehabilitation is necessary for adequate treatment, and future studies should address this issue. Application of BTX provided promising results, especially when combined with conventional rehabilitation procedures. However, further studies are required to clarify which muscles are the best targets. Although favorable effects of DBS on PS have been reported in previous case reports, the surgical outcomes of DBS are not predictable and require further investigations. Application of cognitive rehabilitation programs aiming to improve cognitive capacity and, in turn, ameliorate postural abnormality.

 Probably, the most important thing when dealing with PS in PD patients is early recognition of this rare and incapacitating symptom, because appropriate management in acute or subacute phase can prevent chronic irreversible state.
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